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If we can arbitrarily, and without precise distinction, consider

that schooling might affect skills, values, and personalities, there is

a difference of opinion about which of these actually occurs:

The school, then, is an organizational embodiment of a

major social institution whose prime function is to

bring about developmental changes in individuals . It

is an agency of socialization whose task is to effect

psychological changes that enable persons to make tran-

sitions among other institutions; that is, to develop

capacities necessary for appropriate conduct in social

settings that make different kinds of demands on them

and pose different kinds of opportunities. [l9), P. 3.]

As social scientists, we maintain a skeptical view con-

cerning the efficacy of formal schooling for the teach-

ing of values. To the social scientist a view of formal

education as an omnipotent socializing agent shows an

exaggerated regard for education. The social scientist

is not convinced that institutions of formal education

are capable of accomplishing all the mammoth tasks that

some, apparently expect of them. The classroom may well

be a place where formal skills are learned; it may also

contribute to the transition from the family to the

larger society. Finally, it may contribute somewhat to

the maintenance of a core culture or the creation of a

cultural synthesis. But whether formal education really

has much influence on either cultural values or social
**

behavior is not evident. [(1)), p, T.]
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The recent rapid entry of model-oriented social scientists, sociologists

and economists particularly, into educational research has brought an

unfortunate emphasis on the latter point of view. Skills, being more

measurable, are taken .to be the outcome of schooling in most statistical

studies. An empirical approach not relying on statistical analyses, led

Dreeben to his conclusion: He observed the structure of schools, asked

what that structure could produce. With Callahan's work [5]

as additional evidence, one could conclude that the major outcome of

schools has not historically been meant to be cognitive skills. And for

purposes of generating income, the work of Gintis [12] and Berg [2] indi-

cates that cognitive skills are not necessarily the most useful outcomes

of schooling.

Nonetheless, recent investigations of school outcomes and the

school characteristics that affect them (or do not affect them) have

centered on these skills which schools may not have been intended to pro-

duce, are not structured to produce, and would not necessarily benefit

people if they did produce. Studies continue, this one no exception, to

ask questions about the relationship between inputs and outputs despite the

fundamental lack of knowledge of what outputs are desired, possible, and

efficacious.

The ideas set out here, the kind of research described, therefore

must not be taken as evidence for one kind of school structure as against

another. It is too facile--and too common--to investigate one area of

school production, ignoring the consequences in other areas. It could

certainly be that a technique, say tracking, did successfully increase
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cognitive skill acquisition at all levels, 1172122Ly1422y1Arstle

as a method of school organization. Thus I will discuss the question of

the specificity of teacher characteritics in producing outputs such as

reading scores, or even student attitudes, without meaning to impay that

if certain types of children respond better to different types of teachers,

then the schools should be organized to match them. This will be one

argument that some such organization might be desirable, but for many

reasons it may not be. I will conclude the paper with a suggestion about a

V

school authority structure which might better accommodate my findings and

general theory. But this is meant to be tentative and suggestive, not per-

suasive. That is, there are two kinds of arguments against my findings:

First, one could argue that they are incorrect or at least inconclwlve.

This is a technical kind of discussion which would hopefully result in

the design of a test which would confirm or deny the results reported here.

But second, one could accept my results, but reject their implications

because the school policies they imply are unacceptable. I hope only to

set the tone, and, I pray, a trend, that one cannot advocate, school policy

on the basis of a very limited set of school outcomes, say, on the basis of

skill production, absent any knowledge of the personality or value system

effects of that policy.

I am not sure this possibility is actually as likely as, in warning

against Lb, I must assume it is. If the social outcomes are disastrous, the

test scores are likely to be poor also. In fact, to assume that students

could be both extremely alienated and maximum performers is absurd. But

since skills as measured by test scores and other social outcomes are not

perfectly correlated, the warning is still in order. And the question of

deciding on a method when it helps some people but not others, and yet must

be imposed on none or all--which is the nature of trackingpoints out the

inadequacy of correlation as a substitute for value judgments.
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With this brief caveat, I will here outline the intended progress of

this paper. The next section begins with a limited discussion of school

production, and discusses some characteristics which I deem important to an

ex post cross section investigation of the effects of schooling. This dis-

cussion is intended to begin to clear the air about different conclusions

which have been reached regarding the association of school and teacher

characteristics with student test scores. The way to determine which

study has reached correct statistical conclusions is to investigate the

properties of the investigations: the samples, definitions of variables,

statistical techniques employed. These must be justified, and the results

of a study must be weighted by the appropriateness of the techniques.

Following this exposition, ordinary least square estimates of the

relationships between test scores and school inputs are presented and dis-

cussed. The interpretation of statistical results is a separate issue

from their.correctness, and my claims for wy interpretation will be far

more cautious than my claims for my findings. There, however, some basic

points of this paper will begin to emerge. A brief exposition of a simul-

taneous equations system will add fuel to the fire.

In the third section, the implications which might be drawn from

the statistical presentation are examined. Concepts such as "resourceness"

and "specificity" will be defined in terms of the regression results. How-

ever, the inferences are tentative, and some ways in which they might be

altered are suggested. I will conclude the paper, then, with a brief

fourth section about the implications of this work and its tentative in-

terpretation for school administration. A possible modification of the

:



present structure is offered--as is the whole paper--as suggestive, not

definitive.

include, as an Appendix, a review of some material from the field

of teaching "exceptiopal children," especially the blind, deaf,.and men-

tally retarded. The emphasis will be on the acceptance, in these cases, of

the concept of teacher specialization by kaof child, as opposed to

specialization by subject matter. My major effort in the text of this

paper is merely to extend that already accepted notion to a broader view

of the need to consider the characteristics of the pupils in making

teacher assignment, and in teacher trainlng.
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The exposition he

leads directly to use

data to investigate
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IMSTIGATION OF TEACHER RESOURCENESS

re will not be abstract theory, but the theory which

of the Equal Educational Opportunity Survey (1965)

he association of school and teacher characteristics

with student outcomes. The exposition will discuss the following, in

order: the data s

technique. Espe

is familiar wi

ference. The

by Levin, an

The Sasal

The

tunity

Office

ample, the observations, the variables, and the statistical

cially in the last section, I will assume that the reader

th the paper by Henry M. Levin [27] prepared for this con-

sample and variables used here are identical to those used

d the simultaneous model is similar.

data used in this study came from the Equal Educational Oppor-

Survey (hereinafter referred to as E0S), conducted by the U. S.

of Education in 19650 and reported in 1966 as E ualit of Educational

...211._tatz, (hereinafter referred to as EEO), often called "The Coleman0 or

Rep

EO

c

ort" after its major author [7]. Many people have investigated the

S data, arriving at different conclusions about the association of school

**
haracteristics with achievement. I believe most of the differences, be-

The data and models have been derived jointly by Levin and myself

both concurrently at Stanford and Harvard, and in summer work together at

Stanford. Randall D. Weiss has also contributed to the formulation and

estimation of the simultaneous equations model. The first person singu-

lar is used on the following pages to assign responsibility, not credit,

to myself.

Se [1], [7], [16], [18], [28], [37].



sides those in statistical technique, can be attributed to the choice of

sample. The question must be: what sample of the population should we

look at to determine the extent of this association?

The basic constant which must be assumed in these studies is that all

schools observed must be trying to maximize the same thing, hopefully our

output measure, though that is not strictly necessary. And they must be

acting this way for all children in the school, or else we must observe only

those children for whom this is true. Figure 1 shows the case in which

two outputs, A and B, are related 'by the "production frontier" as indi-

cated. This is merely the locus of possible outcomes with the resources

**
at hand. Schools Al and B

1
tend to produce A and B respectively, as do

A
2

and. B2, which are endowed with more resources. The more resources of

B2 do not produce more of A than Al, nor does A2 produce as much B as Bl.

We can find statistically that resources do not affect either A or B,

when in fact they affect both regardless of which is preferred by the

*if*
school.

Within a school district there is a variation of social class among

schools which might lead to variation in aims of programs. There is also

variation of class within schools which might induce differential program

Maximization of a complement of our output measure would suffice, if
the complementarity were strictly linear.

**
One might object that if schools tried to maximize different things,

they would not do so with the same kinds of inputs, but would employ those
best for the output. For example, trade schools do not hire verbally pro-

ficient, but manually proficient teachers. However, elementary schools are
equipped by tradition more than 'by rational management, the maximization of
various outputs taking place on location, not overtly on central direction.

***
Variations in inputs do not correlate with either output when the

other output is not accounted for.



figure 1

production
frontier

Note: A and B represent outcomes of schooling.

Each production frontier representfl the locus

of pol?sible outcomes from the school resources
(2 indicating more resources than 1), depending
on to what ends they are used
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aims for different children. The same kind of variation in aim occurs

among districts, but I think less of this variation occurs within than be-

tween districts. Many overt and covert policies of school boards which

indicate differences in their aims can be controlled: the factory town which

in general produces workers for the plant, the prestige suburb which pro-

duces college graduates, the central city which produces a spectrum and,

like New York or Boston, allows its citizens to be chosen "fairly" (that

is, by exam) into the. prestige high schools. The aims of the school board,

the environment of the city (air pollution, garbage collection, etc., all

of which could have education consequences; even the mean temperature)--

all of these variables are controlled by choosing one large city with

several schools. This sample is not perfect: the dilemma of Figure 1

has not been solved. But I believe it is considerably reduced. To the

extent that this problem still occurs, the observed association between

school characteristics and children's achievement is reduced below the

actual association.

In addition, previous studies have included children In the sample

who had not been in the same school in preceding years. They were identi-

fied with their correct home variables, but incorrect school variables.

In many cases, this is probably not serious: some children transfE.,:' among

Katzman [23] shows, for example, that the outputs of different ele-

mentary schools in Boston are quite different. I infer from his findings

that the aims of these schools differ, though Katzman does not agree that

this inference should be drawn. Different goals of schools, and the dif-

ferent goals which the school has for different children, is a vital prob-

lem in this typo of analysis.
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very similar schools. By choosing a central city, the upwardly mobile

children who have recently moved to the suburb are eliminated. Those who

will soon move out may remain unidentified. However, the resulting bias in

the association of school variables with output is toward zero, while not

affecting the home variables. Althoug?3 this bias is not unacceptable, it

is not necessary. I have eliminated from the sample those children who

had not been in the school in question since the first grade

The sample, then, comprises those children in a large eastern city,

"Eastmet," who had attended only one elementary school. This sample

was divided into whites, blacks, and others, only the white and black

xx
samples being utilized for this study.

Observations

Debate among researchers has been endless about whether one ought to

observe individual children or school means in this type of study. The

question is often based on argument about the number of degrees of freedom

when individual children are used: is the number of schools, or the number

of children the base? I will surely not answer this question to the satis-

faction of people who think differently, but explanation of my procedures

follows.

Most of the variation in test scores occurs within schools. Chil-

dren within schools differ more from each other than schools as groups do

Strictly speaking, need only have eliminated those who had not

been there since the fourth grade, since S used only the later grade

teachers. However, the questions in LOS did not allow this distinction.

**
Those pupils who said they were black and something else (Puerto

Rican or Mexican) were included due to a coding error.
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from each other. This is an interesting finding. It has been used to

show that schools are relatively ineffective, for better schools should

produce better students. However, since there is grouping within as

well as between schools, there is no reason to believe that schools are in-

effective on these grounds. We are back to the Figure 1 problem: if each

school chooses some students on whom to stress the outputs we measure,

others to stress other outputs, then schools could be totally effective,

produce all variations, and yet there would be more variation within than

between schools. Furthermore, if the selection were made by social class,

then the social class variables would be associated with output differences.

To see this, consider several schools which are formed by random

selection of students from a community. Within each school, children are

grouped by their behavior, which is correlated with their social class.

The more cooperative, passive students are put in the high "track," which

stresses academic output. The lower tracks stress behavioral outputs more

and more. By grade six, the upper track has been reduced in relative size

by elimination of those who, though behaviorally adept, do not succeed

academically. Lower track academic successes, however, do not move up.

The mean social class and mean test scores will be equal among schools.

Within schools social class and test score will correlate highly. If one

were bound to interpret "social class" as necessarily indicating home influ-

ence, and observed school means, he would conclude that schools had no ef-

fect.

This description of the school is essentially adopted from Mackler

(30).
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By construction, however, this conclusion would be incorrect. In

fact schools are not alike by social class or achievement. Some inter-

school variation is observed, and it correlates with social class more

than with school chax:acteristics. However, consider the other polar case:

the tracking I described above now occurs =pa schools. School #1 is ini-

tially selected by social class, though by grade six some uppel class

children have been moved to schools #2 and lower. The interaction of high

social class and reasonably high ability would perfectly predict place-

ment in school #1, and therefore test score. By linear regression where

only social class is entered, that variable would predict quite well. Since

school resources in this case would be allocated by function--academic re-

sources to the academic school, etc.--school variables would also predict

outcome.

The facts seem to lie somewhere in the middle: schools are rela-

tively homogeneous by social class, as in the first polar case, but not

completely so. Since abilities vary within social class, and social be-

havior 'varies within each school, each school can have its academic, each

its non-academic group. The variation between schools, which would be

greater if schools were treated as in the second polar 'case, is reduced

by intra-school grouping. But some between school output variation still

occurs, and it is associated with the mean social class of the school. The

interpretation that it is therefore "due to" the social class of the school

is correct, but the interpretation that this operates through home life of

the students is incorrect. Similarly, when one finds that a lower class

child does better academically in an upper class school, one need not con-
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clude that this is due to the direct influence of his classmates on him.

It may be that the school he is in stresses academic outputs more than

the schools of his social class equals. There is simply no reason to be-

lieve, from the correlation between sbcial closs and academic success,

either by school mean or by individuals, that the cause of this association

is the home life of the children,

This argument, then, speaks to the issue of whether to observe

school means or individuals in this sense: By the models just presented,

the association is between the child and his output. To what extent this

between schools
association is found/depends on the school structure, i,e., on to what

extent grouping occurs within or between schools. This extent may vary

from city to city, and even within cities. It seems wiser, then, to

observe children directly.

There are other arguments: Children are of more interest than

schools. I don't know what to make of the fact that mean school resources

do not correlate with mean school output. The resources going to a child

might still be very important. Since the variables labeled "school charac-

teristics" do not vary within schools, obviously I cannot determine the

effect of within school variation in these characteristics with these

variables. But I can still pick up their effect to the extent that I can

identify the individual characteristics by which these inputs are allocated.

The problem is partly one of interpretation, and partly that the correlation

between individual characteristics which we measure (which exclude, for

'*
There may be great reason to believe this, and it may be true, but

no direct statistical inference of this nature can be made.



example, direct behavioral measures) and the allocation of school inputs

may not be perfect.

The variation which we want to explain, then, is variation in student

scores, not variation in school scores. The fact that this variation oc-

curs mostly within schools, that the percent of this variation which we

can explain with the variables we have is small (about )47 percent of

verbal score variation, 36 percent of reading score, for whites), is a fact

not to be covered up by observing the relatively invariant school means.

The argument about degrees of freedom, in this context, is nonsense.

We observe children in situations. There are not as many situations as

children. But similarly there are, for example, only two sexes, nine

categories of possessions, 50 possible scores on the verbal test. These

numbers have nothing to do with degrees of freedom. When two children in

the same school receive different test scores, then the association

between the school characteristics and those scores is reduced. That is

an accurate portrayal of the situation: knowledge of aggregate resources

does not predict individual zces5. It is like observing the difference

in behavior between married inen and bachelors. If a thousand observations

are taken, then the degrees of freedom calculation begins with 999 on

taking the mean, and is reduced from that figure by adding independent

variables. It is not two. To the extent that variations of behavior

within the categories "married" and 'bachelor" may occur, they indicate

that this variable is not a good explainer of that variation. But the de-

grees of freedom are not affected by this consideration.

Suppose everyone who is married lives in a private home, and all
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bachelors live in apartments. Then entering type of living quarters would

be redundant if marital status is already included. Similarly, if there

are only 34 schools with whites in Eastmet, no more than 33 school vari-

ables can be entered into a regression equation. From the 34th on, each

variable can be expressed as a linear combination of the others. But this

does not limit the degrees of freedom when some small number of school

variables are entered, any more than one would argue that there are only

two degrees of freedom in an equation which contains only marital status,

despite the fact that marital status and type of dwelling cannot appear in

the same equation. In the white equations, 597 children are observed in

situations in which the ordering of schoc variables is restricted. All

children in school A receive all the inputs in school A, and those in B

receive B. Not all possible interactions are directly observed in the

data. This is typical of regression data--it is why regression analysis

is used. The statistical degrees of freedom does not depend on the many

possible (and redundant) variables which are not entered into the equations

but on the number of observations, less 1 plus the number of independent

variables.

The argument, then, is that it is reasonable, preferable, and sta-

tistically valid to consider children as observations. It is reasonable and

preferable because the object of the investigation is to determine the effects

of variables on children, not on schools. It is valid because school vari-

ables act like any situation variables, and do not restrict the degrees of

freedom of the equation.
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The Variable

Data are from the sixth grade questionnaire, the teacher question-

naire, and the principaa questionnaire, all of which are reprinted at the

end of Volume I of EEO. I selected those teachers who were in the third

through fifth grades, because the test was given in September of the

sixth grade. The teacher responses were averaged over the school, and

the average was applied to each pupi'. in the school.

This procedure implies that each student moves randomly among

teachers through the grades. For future researchers, a suggestion from

Marshall Smith is to weight each teacher by the percent white which he

reports relative to the percent white in the school, and apply this

weighted figure to white students, and apply the complementary weights to

the teachers for black students. This seems to be a better approximation

than mine to the data we all desire, but no one has: the correspondence of

particular teachers with pupils through several grades. In either case, er-

rors of association should bias significance tests, and possibly (if assign-

ment is non-random) even the statistical relations between teacher charac-

teristics and student outcome towards zero.

A recent study notes that "the evidence suggests that the quality of
4,110.11.1,..1.,

In practice, this distinction is of little importance. Sixth

grade teachers are not different from fifth grade teachers. Teachers in

the fourth grade who were not in that school when the children were in the

fourth grade were not eliminated, implying the assumption that they re-

placed teachers like themselves. The extent and direction to which this

is biased is unknown, though replacement of likes seems more probable in

high turnover schools, less problble in, low turnover schools, where the re-

placement may be considerably younger than the person replaced.

**
From conversation, I understand that Christopher Jencks is experi-

menting with this weighting scheme.
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the principal and staff has a profound influence on [student] improve-

ment." [(33), p. 1] Though in FOS there was evidence on the principal's

degree, major, and experience, there was no direct measure of the princi-

pal's performance (such as the 30 question test taken by teachers), or at-

titudes (such as teacher preferences for other school, for different race

or "ability" of pupils). I therefore used only his answers to questions

about the school, and not about himself.

Individual student questions were sometimes combined, sometimes

divided by possible answers, usually according to my judgment or interest,

sometimes according to preliminary findings. For example, I started with

a linear age variable, which asociated negatively with output: the older

the child, the lower the achievement score, controlling for other factors.

But there was really no significant difference between a 10 year old and

an 11 year old--and in fact, 9 year olds (children who reported that

they were nine) were below average. Thus I created binary coded variables

for 12 or older, and 9 or younger. On the other hand, I combined nine

home items into an index of possessions, not being ready to believe that

**

the possessions of any one provided the information I was seeking. The

names attached to these variables should indicate how they were created.

Preliminary investigation indicated little success with principals'

personal variables anyway.

Unfortunately, however, 80 percent of the total sample had 6 or more

of the items, the median being 'between 7 and 8. For the samples actuully

employed in the regression analysis, 85 percent of the whites (though only

36 percent of the blacks) had 8 or 9 items. Thus the index does not neces-

sarily contain the precision implied by nine questions. If that item which

the children with only 8 do not have is the same item for most of these chil-

dren, the index merely measures the presence or absence of that item.



For some of the equations t

were also created, These were f
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be presented, some interaction variables

ormed by visual inspection of school sum-

many data, School resources and average student characteristics were looked

at, where "resources" were av

the pupil characteristics we

At least four schools had

socio-economic status of

sources to qualify as a

erage teacher test score and experience, and

re possessions and as socio-economic index.

to meet criteria of "low," "mid," or "high"

the students ("peers"), ox' three categories of re-

variable. Three categories of schools were

hi resources but low peer, low resources but midselected this way: hi

peer, high resources

was not assumed horn

median and below

a high SES child

and mid peer. The effect of each of these categories

ogeneous, but was made into a separate variable for above

median SES for 'each child. The interaction effect of being

in a low SES school, or a low SES child in a law SES school

could be accounted for separately. These interaction variables were not

included in the simultaneous equation system.

The outputs considered are raw test scores of students. A verbal

test was t

addition

study.

demic

also

he

he basis of most findings previously reported. This test, and in

a reading and a mathematics test, are used in the single equation

In the simultaneous model, only verbal score is used as an aca-

output. An index of student attitude and his grade aspirations, are

outputs in the model. Grade aspiration means how far the student says

wants to go in school. However, 8r( percent of the blacks in the final

ample, and 93 percent of the whites had the highest two values among five

The SES index was created by weighting the listed father's occupa-
tion by the mean income for his occupation and presumed race (from the

race of the child) from the 1960 Census of Population reports for the area

of the sample.
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possible values. The student attitude question on the other hand, was very

evealy Estributed. Of eleven possible values, between 10 percent and 20

percent of the blacks in the final sample had each of five values, and 10-20

percenb of the whites had each of six values. It seems trivial to assume, but

nonetheless important to mention, that high values of grade aspiration indi-

cate "expected" or "socialized" response. The attitude questions, such

as "If I could change, I would be someone different from myself" (answers

"yes," "no," "not sure"), are not those ordinarily asked of 4 sixth grade

pupil, and so elicit less socialized, more spontaneous responses.

Finally, I will touch here a little on interpretation of vari-

ables, The authors of EEO sagely warned about "the danger of unconsidered

surrogates," which "can lead to seriously misleading conclusions." They

give an example:

Let us suppose that community attitudes toward the im-

portance and quality of education have substantial effects

on the development of student achievement. What would we

expect about the apparent relation between achievement and

teacher characteristics? .Surely we would expect that com-

munities more concerned with education and educational

quality would--(1) be more selective in hiriiig teachers,

and (2) pay highur sclaries, thus attracting better can-

didates. As a consequence we might expect an apparent

relationship between development of achievement and mea-

surable teacher characteristics to be gonerated as a surrogate

for an underlying relationship between development of achieve-

ment and community regard. for education, even if teacher char-

acteristics themselves had no effect on achievement. [All

quotes, EEO, (7), p. 327.]
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This warning is perfectly in order. The example, of course, does

not apply in the present case, where one city only is being studied.

Strangely, nowhere in EEO is the suggestion made that surrogates can work

the other way round: that home items can be surrogates for access to school

facilities. Take, for example, the problem of student assignment to

teachers, mentioned above. Though there is some meaning to the average

teacher characteristic in setting the atmosphere of the school, the devi-

ation from that average which is each child's history may have a regular

pattern. I have been told, for example, of a very aware teacher in a

Boston suburb who takes her low-tracked class through the school coni-

dors, looking into other classrooms. The students one by one mark, from

visual observation through a wirldow in the door only, which track each

class is in. Their estimates correlated well with the actual tracking,

the identification coming, says my informant, from the iress of the chil-

dren in each room. If teacher assignment among trie.k, is biased, and if

the characteristic by which teachers are assigned to higher track students

is truly effective, that effect will show as a student v;.4riable. It may

be in the possessions index, size of family, fathers education, mother has

a Job, etc., whatever correlates with type of dress.

In fact, in assessing the probable direction of surrogates, the side

taken by EEO seems perverse. Only student characteristics vary within

schools. We know that school facilities are not distributed randomly within

schools, and any student variable which is associated with a bias in re-

*
As this is just an Rnocdote, not much analysis is required. But I

did ask if the class knew either the children or the teEichers, i.e., knew

the track of each class from some external information, I was assured this

was not the case.
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source allocation may be a surrogate for the effect of that resource. There

is no such striking argument on the other side, especially in a one city

sample. One must assume that individual student items are more likely to

be surrogates for school effects than vice versa.

There is no way to add the possible biases together to come with

a resultant. However, I have attempted to bias all estimates away from finding

that school resources are associated with the outputs. Other studies have been

similarly biased, but they have.. either not recognized or not stressed this bias.

In, interpreting the variables, the prime rule will be a priori

to fauect the label of the variable. All schools probably track, so what

the "tracking" variable indicates is something about the form of the track-

ing, the nature of the principal who decides which way to answer the

question, a student body so homogeneous that tracking is not feasible, or

something else. The teacher test, often taken by the teachers together,

never under professional supervision, may indicate degree of cooperation

among teachers. The number of library volumes is presumably an estimate

from purchases or the card file, and not an indication of ',he actual num-

ber available for students, nor of course of their quality, the physical

ease of taking them out, the extent to which students are introduced to

the library, encouraged to use it, etc. Each item has the same interpre-

tat ion problem.

Even sex: 1 percent of the pupils in the SMSA sample from which

our data is drawn gave no sex. I am not sure that all children who did

not know their sex--or, more likely, could not road the question--did not

mark it. There might be another 1 percent who randomly marked, and there-

fore 1/2 percent who are incorrectly coded by sex. This is not enough er

ror, surely, to cause mistrust of that variable, but it is an example of

how even the simplest item contains some error,



Statistical Techniques

The common technique rppliod to EQS and similar data is the single

linear regression. A dependent variable is made a function of a set of

independent variables, and fitted to the data to accord to the

form:

Y = a + blX1 + b2 X
2

+ + bnXn

The fit is made according to the principal of least squares, which minimizes

the sum of the squares of the distance (in the Y direction) of the obser-

vations (data points) from the fitted n dimensional plane, where n is the

number of independent variables. I assume that the reader is somewhat fa-

miliar with this technique° I will mention here that by minimizing the

sum of squares, distant points receive a weight greater than the researcher

would perhaps like to give them. They may be due to some different relation-

shipsuch as the desired output of the school, as discussed aboveand

should not be allowed to affect the estimates.

In using time series data, or other data with a lim:ted number of

observations, one often performs a residual analysis. War years, depres-

sion years (in time series), Alaska and Hawaii (in state observations),

and other such identifiable anomalies from common patterns often cause the

outlying points. Sometimes they are entered into the equation by creating

special variables, sometimes they are excluded. In the case at hand, how-

ever, even if we did find one school or two with observations far from the

rest, we would not know why this was so. If we did know, it would be because

we had a variable describing those schools which had different values for
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them, in which case inclafjon of these variables should solve the problem.

Hawaii and Alaska are often different from the other states because the

meaning of "nonwhite" in, say, generating income, is different in these

states from those in the other states. Rationing in war years made the

notion of "price" different from ordinary years, and the composition of out-

put, demand for labor, etc., wore unusual. A dummy variable in these cases

corrects, from information external to the data, for a variable in the data

which has different meanings over different observations.

Not knowing which Eastmet schools are which, not hav:g any informa-

tion about them individually outside of the data, a dummy variable for

certain schools would only be a measure of ignorance in an effort to improve

R
2

or other measures of goodness of fit. It might be an interesting in-

vestigating device, but not an explanatory device. On the other hand, as

explained above, I did pick out some comLinations which could lead to ex-

treme observations, and defined variables accordingly as "interaction"

variables. Their purpose is to bring extreme points into the general scat-

ter, to reduce their influence on the resulting coefficients. The coef-

ficients of these variables themselves are not interesting in this context.

There are a number of 'basic problems with the single linear regres-

sion. One is in its use It does not, and cannot in simple application be

a description of the 2222011(!tion procorin within schools. A process should

be described before being estimated, and I cannot believe that anyone would

describe the schooling process as lineal additive. Surely there are many

interactions, mny non-linear effects. One might be able to estimate them

by linear regress lon on a reduced form model, deduced from a series of equa-
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tiorm dosribing student preparedness, teacher ability, desire, etc. I

have not seen such an attemyt made.

What a linear regresion on the variables might do is give coef-

ficients which describe in some average way the effect of the independent

variables on the depvndent variables. The production functiOn must be

correct on the mardn: it should predict what an increment of Xi will do
. 74.0W00,*1.01*.

to Y, holding the other X's constant.

The linear equations presented here and elsewhere in the education

literature should not pretend to do this. They perform, rather, an

averaging function. They designate what the linearly isolated effect of

a particular variable seems to be; at least, what the linearly isolated

association of an independent variable with the dependent variable is over

a large number of observations. If there is a largo coefficient for an

inexpensive variable, the linear regression does nett imply that more of

that variable should be purchased. On the margin, that variable may have

little effect.

A regression estimate fits the scatter of observations such that

it is the variations in the observations which creates the hyperplane, not

their levels. One problem in interpreting the results of average equations

is in determining the effect of variation in inputs relative to their base.

Explanations of variations in scores are not explanations in levels. Most

students in our total sample f:cured 30 or better out of 50, and all students

scored 20 or better in the verbal test. Most of the questions had five pos-

sible answers, so pure guessing would have produced. a mean of at most 10
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correct answers. The worst student did twice w; well as that, and the

avera6e student did throe times as wL11. This does not indicate that

schools, as opposed to home: life, produned thin level of achievement, but

it is possible that, at least for su:e childrc.n, schools did perform this

function. The variation in school resources Inay produce little of the

variation in outcome, but the exiotLnec of schools might produce most of

the test score level--or none. That is still an open queution.

The single equation linear variable cannot account for the effect of

attitudes on achievement, if attitudc.s are also the result of achievemr:nt.

Simultaneous determination of attitudes and achicvement requires a simv:1-

taneous equations model. The three equation model presented here is a

variant of that employed by Henry M. Levin [2Y] in his paper for this con-

ference, and I will not 6o into clAail about it here. Student's grad,.)

aspiration and "fate control" attitude are assumed functions of the same

variables as his achievement, and also a function of the achievement itself.

Achievement is also a function of these attitades. Three equations contain-

ing arguments which are del:endent variables elsewhere in the system, must

be estimated by two-stage least squares. The model is ovordetermined a

priori.

The median might have been lower under guessing, since the random

selection distribution is skewed about the expected valur:,. The median was

in fact hi/per than the mean. The expected me!tn under guessing would be

below 10 if some students did not finish the test.
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In this part of the paper a. will present regression equations de-

rived from the Eastmet samples, In the first section, the ordinary least

squares "average effect" equations will be presented and brieny discussed.

Hazards of interpretation will be stressed. In the next section the equa-

tions for blacks and whites will be comparea with each other to see if the

same equations describe the averaGe effect of the variables on different

children. The concepts "resource" and "resourceness" will be defined in

this section. In the third section, equations for whites will be compared

by social class. Finally, a simultaneous equations system is presented and

compared by race.

Average P,ffect Equations

The overage effect equations, as eyplained above, are regression esti-

mates of the average relationship between the dependent variables (verbal,

reading, and math scores)--one at a time--and student background, school

and teacher variables, with some attempt to account for points far from the

resulting hyperplanc. They are not attempts to describe the production pro-

cess where the independent variables are "inputs," the dependent variables

"outputs." I do not feel constrained to choose a "best" equation for each

output, but will present alternatives when no clear choice can be made.

With this kind of data, the crude measurements, the many possible in-
p*,%.,a6...**1*...4.

Such independent determinations won 16 violate the very ccnccpts of
joint production which they are supposed to estimate. In determining average
effects, the production of other outputs is not accounted for, as it would
be in joint production estimation, nor is an index o± the joint product as-
sumed to be maximized,
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terprt,Lations for any variable, this freedom is advantageous, For the

white sample, two equations with verbal score as th deponde)4, variable,

three \T th reading snore, and two with math score are presented in TaLlo 1.

For blacks, two verbal, two rcading and (dLQ math equation arc presented.

The fewer black equations is a manifesLation'of the common finding that

black behavior and outcomes tire not as t,ssociated with typically measured

variables as white behavior and outcom:_.s. This in because we measure the

wrong variables for blacks, their behavior is erratic with respect to the

variables, or society's behavior is erratic with respoct to the variables

when dealing with blacks. All of these reasons doubtless hold. By

measures of goodness of fit also, the black equations do not explain as

much of the variation in scores as do the white equutions.

The different specifications of equations genorally contain the same

student variables, substitutions being made among teacher and school vari-

ables. Sex and age were included a priori, and possessions and size of

**
family, the most significant variables in almost every equation, wore

included essentially automatically. The other variables were experimented

with, but the bias in selection was to include as many student variables as

The black equations have similar standard errors to the white equa-
tions, but the black dependent variablen have smaller variances. In terms
of standard errors, then, the black equations are Just as "good" as the
white equations, and the difference in W. might be considered a differ-
ence in the data, not in the equations.

refer to the variable as "faIliV size," though the question risked
for number of people living in the sumc home, which may inclule non-family.
Because of the lark of variation in the possessions index, as noted a;bo.ve,
a great dual of social clans variation is left to be accounted for by other
variables.
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possible. There is therefore a bias against the inclusion of school and

teacher varlablQs, so that there i5 no question utout their appropriatone5s

in thcse equatiom.

An example of the distinction between the average effoot equations

as presented here and production estimations can be drawn from the "hinder-

gartnn" variable, which appears positively wherever it is Included. This

does not indicate that sending a child to kindergarten will raise his

sixth. grade verbal score by over two points (if he is white). It indicates

that white children who went to kindergarten scored, on the average, two

points higher on this test Ad4an other white children with otherwise simi-

lar characteristics. ",rho kindergarten may or may nut have played a role

in this higher score; it may indicate the concern of his parents, or the

neighborhood in which the family lived, or their social milieu (in which

it was understood that children went to kindertLarten before elementary

school) . More importantly, no claim is made that the marc:inal effect of

sending a child to kindergarten would be to add two points to his score.

The same distinction must be made for the teacher and school vari-

ables. For example, in the white verbal equations, the average discre-

pancy (per school) between the teacher's reported. percentage of white

students and desired percentage of white students is strongly associated

with the score of the children if the teachers' average test scores are

not in the equation. When we aocount for the test score, then not the

discrepancy, 'but the absolute preference for whites has a strong efect.

Verbal
2

surely does not mean that we should take teachers wi th moon Lest

scores and consider those with strong preferencer. for white students to be
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the better teachers. If we did, we might then send them to schools where

there are m,:my blacks, where thei.r discreptincy is high, and where they are

consequently bad. teachers. Or we might find that these characteristics

alone make no difference at all, on the margin.

What these coefficients probably mean is one of two things: (1)

Teachers aro found to move towi.rds their preferences, and white children

who score higher tend to move toward whiter schools, so that teachers with

strong preferences for whites tend to reduce their racial discrepancy and be

associated with better students. (2) Some teacher attitude, which may find

some expression in racial preference, affects their teaching.

No policy conclusion follows from either interpretation, though the

latter indicates that an area of investigation might be revealing: the ef-

fect of Leacher attitudes on student performance. Some work on this ques-

**
Lion is being done, as is well known. Whether the attitudes involved are

trainable or selectable, whether they can be applied to all children in a

classroom or by definition select within a classroom; to these questions I

have no answers. And of course, whether these equations imply an effect

of these attitudes on children or on teacher location is also open to in-

vestigation.

ComparinL EalItt1.222f by Race

It is not clear why, if the school variables are to be interpreted as

The correlation between teacher racial preference and discrepancy is

-.60 in the white sample. For blacks, the correlation is on]y -.06. Teachers

of whites, then, apparently are more free to follow their preferences in re-

gard to race of their students than teachers of blacks.

**
Rosenthal and. Jc.;,obson [3h], but see their critics, for example

Thorndiho [4i].
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social clasE. phenomena, the black equations look so different from the

white equations. The teachers' parents' education is an important variable

in the black equations, but does not enter the white equations. Academic

majors (as, opposed to education or physical education majors) are negatively

associated with black reading scorns, but positively associated with white

math scores. Teacher experience does not help black children--at least

not experience in the teachers blacks have--and the race variable in the

black Reading2 equation substitutes for the test score in the Readingi

equation, whereas neither variable appears in two of the three white reading

equations. This is a serious question, to which there are several pos-

sible answers.

Blacks, it might be argued, are not able to gain resources by im-

proving their social class status. [See Michelson (31)]. The phenomenon of the

teacher associating himself with better students does net occur among

blacks, possibly because housing discrimination ip so strong that upper

class blacks do not have access to upper class schools. Thus the associ-

ation of quality teachers with quality students, which is the explanation

behind the equations--this argument continues--does not.apply to blacks, and

the school and teacher variables which appear in the white equations have

no chance of appearing in the black equations.

This argument is more incorrect than correct, though it probably has

some of both elements. In my recent publication cited above, l presented

resource indexes derived from some of the equations of Table 1. "Resources"

were defined as those school and teacher items which appeared in the equations.

Black resources were therefore different from white resources, and black
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resources were not distributed .to blacks over social class, lye, white re-

sources were ;:o distributed anong whites. However, whitest resources are

also distributed ty social class amonb3r?eks. There is an association

between the ave,rage characLeristics of schools and social class, when these

charficteristics are the variables entered in the white equations, whether

white or blach students are considered. These variables could have been

associated with scores of blacks, which are also associated with social

class (though not as strongly as white scores). But they were not. In-

stead, different variables appeared to be associated with black scores,

and these variables were not distributed among blacks (or whites!) accord-

ing to social class.

A different 'argument, which accords with the allocation of these

items, is that different things affect blacks and whites. That is a char-

acteristic of a teacher may be a resource for a white child--i.e., would

increment his score--but not a resource for a black child. "Resource"

then is not just, anything which appears in a school, but an input which has

an effect. What is a resource to whom is an empirical question. That

question is not answered here, as I hope I have made clear. But it is

raised here. It implies that the equations indicate some sort of causal

relationship between somethintl measured by some of the variables, and aca

demic achievement. We do not know what that something is, because the

variables arc simply not that precise. But if there is any implication of

causality in those equations, the implication should be stretched to in-

More detail about these indexes will appear in future publications.
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differential causality: different things affecting white and black

ren.

At this point I have indicated that blacks and whites seem to re-

d to school variables differentiallyi.e., that different variables

e different resourceness to blacks than to whites. To indicate that

s difference is statistically significant, I estimated the coefficient

ich blacks have for the white specifications, and the coefficients for

whites with the black specifications. I then tested to see if their re-

ponses were the same. This is equivalent to asking if, with respect to

these equations, blacks and whites could be said to be drawn from the same

Population.

In Table 2, the F test, degrees of freedom, and significance level

are given for all of the average effect equations. The conception behind

this statistical measure is simple. The regression equation is estimated

to minimize the sum of squared residuals: if Y is the test score and

A

Y is the equation's estimate of the test score, then defire e = Y - Y.

0
Minimizing c e2 is the same as minimizing k

where k is any constant.

If k is the number of observations (actuajly the number of degrees of

freedom), then this expression is essentially the average value of a resi-

dual. If the average squared residual value is lower fox' separate regres-

sions on subsamples than for the sample as a whole--it can never be higher--

then the equations which Generated these average squared residuals must be

different. This will almost always be true to some extent, but since the

It should be pointed out that 33 of the 35 Eastmet city schools had

both white and black pupils. The weighting of resources, but not access to

some of the resources, varied by race.
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AVIW,(;fl EFFMT EC;UATIORF1

F Test of Black-WhiL, Differt.rc!o3

F' d.f. Pia!

WHITE EQUATIONS

Verbal]. 4.07 14,1027 1%

Verbal
2

5. 4 1%11,1033

Beading 6.00 9,1037 1%

lieading
2

3,68 21,1033 1%

1eading3 2.59 12,1031 5%

3.993. 1%
Math

1
13,1029

Math
2

2.71 12,1031

BLACK EQUATIONS

Verbal
1

Verbal
2

Roudinsl

12n2

Yath

9.81

9.69

4.73

4.14

9.18

10,1035 1%

11,1033 1%

12,103j 1%

12,1031

8,1039 1%
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average residuals frem oampleo from the w;' follow a known

probability distribuion (Ch12), so does tlwif ratio (F), and we cun calcu-

late if the reduction In averme reridual squared is statistically signifi-

cant, i.e., highly improbable uliddx the aosnmption that the samples were

truly from the same population.

There ohould be no question that the bJacks and the whites form two

distinctly different samples. In fact, since most of the variables are

the samo in black and white equntions--the background variables--this is

a somewhat weak test. Further investigation of the individual school co-

efficients verified that they tire different for blacks and whites under

similar equation specifications. The educaLona] impact of the statisti-

cal difforence in resourceness cr.nnot be no easily tested. This will be

discussed below. But the point f:hould be eletro: the school variables

which seem to be resources are different for blacks and whites.

Social Claus Differenc 2 in Reourceness

Whites wore split into bottom quartile and the rest, and the same

test was performed. The results appear in Tnble 3. Here, however, a few

more words on the regression sample should be offered. In quart lung the

sample 'by social class, the entire SMSA sample was included. Though I

doubt the representativeness of the suburb sample, together with the city

sample I hqd a much more representative pi,-bure of class variation. In

selecting the central city to study, a bin towards lower classes was pro-

duced. That is, more than on fourth of the city sample is in the bottom

quartile. However, in scluctinr, the sample of children who had boon in one



TABLE 3

AVERAGE FPFECT EQUATION

F Test of Bottom vs, Top Three Quaitiles WhiLcs

Significance

IP DJ+. Level

Vctrb9.1 .97 14,569 n,s,
1

Vorbal, 1.20 11,575 n.s.

Reading 2,49 9,579 lo%

Roading, 2,16 11,575 10%

RQad3ng3 2.34 12,573 5%

Math
1

.048 13,571 n,s,

Math
2

.73 12,573 n.s.

39
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schoed only, the opposite bias was produced. I had no a priori expectstions

as to the result, but in fact only 32 of the 597 whites in the regression

samy.le (5,4) were in the bottom quitrtile sample. They therefore could

not represent, the entiro spQctrum of schools, though bottom quartile

children arc probably not in every school anyway.

In intefpreting the results of Table 3, the sample problem must

be kept in mind. Difference in equations could be due to nonlinearitius

in the relationships, not differences in the sample, if the 32 children

here represent extreme observations.

The Reading equations are apparently different. The coefficients were

strikingly different for the bottom quartile regressions, including re-

versed signs for racial discrepancy and preference variables in all four

equations in which these variables appear.

I partitioned the white sample again at the midpoint of the second

to bottom quartile, creating a new lower sample with 88 (1)-i.7 percent)

observations. This adds more children to the bottom sample than were

originally in it--and a] so undoubtedly adds more schools. Three of the

four above-mentioned reversed signs reverted back to the signs from the

total sample regressions. The R
2

, which had been extr6mely high in the

bottom quartile sample (above .7) went down (though were still high com-

pared to the total sample R ), and not one F test for difference proved

significant. Once again, this could be a function of the particular

schools involved. But it could also indicate that the bottom 5 percent,

of the regression sample children are very different in their reactions

to school (aLd background) variables from the rest of the population,



whereas the bottom 15 percent are not. Whether thie means the bottom

quartile of Lhe entiro sampl( is different, I do not know, and cannot ue-

termine from this data, None of these reou3ts can do more than suggest

what may be true. But I think this kind, of result is striking in educa-

tional possibilities, if not in utatistjual definitiveness.

The Simultaneous Equations System

The schooling process is not as simple as a single linear regression

would indicate, One way in which to conceive of it is as a system which

simultaneously determines several outputs which affect each other. As

long as each output has determinants which are unique to it, such a systm

can be estimated. I p/opose a three equation model in which verbal score,

student attitude (control over his life) , and his grade aspiration are

three outputs. His attitude and his grede aspiration are functions of

**
his score, in that they give him a sense of reality about himself.

Neither his attitude nor his grade aspiration influences the other directly,

though they both influence the verbal score, hence each other indirectly.

Most of the background variables are assumed to influence all three

outcomes, though whether the parents are "real at home" or something else

(say, an uncle or aunt for father or mother) is assumed to have no direct

effect on verbal score. Of the school variables, the teacher attitude ques-

The reader is reminded to refer to Levin (2t7) for details on simul-

taneous equation systems.

**
The process by which this works is not clear, especially if grades

do not correlate well with t(elt scores, which often seems the case. If I

had data on grades, the information system could be specified and the model

would be greatly Improved.
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tion (preference for another school) is am,umed to affect only attitudes

and grade asidratiolic. AttitudLs are affected by teacher turnover (princi-

pal's reslionse to thv: question "What perentage of your teachers quit last

year?") in that teachnrs in a school with high turnover mighb not pay as

much attention to an indIvidual a5 teachers in a low turnover school, Dis-

ruptions from turnover, and the other teacher and school characteristics

(except teacher prererence) all affect verbal score directly. The teacher's

undergraduate institution was assumed to influence grade aspiration, though

in this case (and this case only) the oign of the coefficient in the equa-

tion for whites was other than expected.

This three equation system looks like this:

V biA + 010 +

A =
2
V

a
3
V

'.L

where V is verbal score, A is attitude, G is grade aspiration, Xare the

exogenous variables, and there is at least one dill:. = 0, dpa 0, and d30

where k h j. In vector form, whereYis the oUtput vector and X

is the vector of exogenous variables,

MY + NX

In this system, M is a 3 x 3 matrix, N in a 3 x 17 matrix, and I and. X

are vectors with three and 17 cells. The solution is:

(I - Mr1 NX
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The structural equaUons are estimated by two-stage least squares,

and are given in Table h for whites and, blacks. The solution, or reduced

form oquations, is given ill Table 5.

I have not performed any statistical tests on these equations. None-

thelss, looking at the differences by race, the impression is strong that

these are not the same systems. The number of different signs is striking,

The specification was par ly a priori, partly exx,erimental. It was, how-

over, perfected on the white sample. Thus I could have derived an optimal

black system, and asked what the coefficients for whites were like in that

system, analogous to the work in the previous section. For the purposes

of this exposition, the work presented here should suffice.

For this reason, T statistics are not given for the black coef-
ficients.
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STRUCTUBAL EQUATIONS, WHITES

N 597

Verbal

Student's Attitude

Grade Aspiration

4.. pen. 44.4.4.

Verbal

TSLS
4.4.4 441.11. 111.1 .111144 41.1.1 .44444* 144.441

Student
Att;ttlide

Grade
Avirwtion

2f391
(1962)

1.622

,054

(1.97)

It. P. 41.1

14.41.111

.067

(3,3)4)

1. 44444

.41.10.1

23ack

Sex

Age - 12+

Family Size

Posseosions

Kindergarten

Mother 0

Father ID

Father's Education

Mother has job

School

Teacher Test Score

Teacher's Undergraduate In.
stitution

(1,63)

467 .550 -.125
(,2) (3.08) (.94)

5.026 .122 -.284
(2,61) (,25) (.79)

-.080 -.129 -.048
(1.29) (2.)49) (1.27)

.630 .151 .021
(1,41) (1.57) (.29)

,969 -.116 .579
(.77) (.41) (2.78)

-.021 -.219
(.13) (2.45)

-.091 -.051
(1.34) (1.01)

.066 .084 .017
(033) (2,13) (.59)

-.293 .305
(1.45) (2,04)

pro Pm 1

---

.246
(.96)

6.457
(2.2Y)

0a,

-.349
(.80)



TABLE 4a

sTRIJCTUJIAL 14',(,),IJAT10143 Cont-j.liued)

Teacherls Experience

Teacher's Preference for another

school

*mon

Verlitta

../

*
.637

(5.10)

M

e

45

Student Grade

Attitude Asziration

.11i7

(.37)

Teacher Turnover
-.048

(.19) (2.7)4)

Volumes per student

Constant

13"

S,Ec, of Estirwate

.380

POMIOVINOOW

.701

(2,42)

0.11 ,N1

4, (1.08)

-33.55 5.514 8.774

.36)4 .184 .254

8411)4 2.163 1.603

',4



TABLE 4b

STRUCTUR&L EQUATIW, BLACKS, WHITE SPECIFICATION

N = 458

Verbal

Student/s Attitude

Grade Aspiration

Backc:round

Sex

Verbal

3.33

.0110

TSL,)
40,.16 11,110. 00,1 MOM%

Studoitt Grade

Attitude Lpiration

.072 .059

-,) 81 .199# .551

Age - 12
+ -2.10 -.210 .421

*

Family Size --.395

Possessions 947
#

Kindergarten .253

Mother ID
..."-

Father ID ---

Father's Education ,.084

Mother has job

'School

Teacher Test Score

Teacher/s Undergraduate
Institution

Teacher/s Experience

Teacher's Preference for
another school

Teacher Turnover

Volumes per stadent

Constant

E2

S.O'tlo of Estimate

1110 IN.. M.

-.016

,076#

*

*
-.022

*

*
.019

.067#

,017 .793

-.089# ....034#

*
.050 .085

.097 .098#

.001 -.077

One ar.

PM.

yboolimelm.

MYw 11

.675

-.136 .96o

-.025

somy.m...11 0.04.10,110,

-8,578 5,326 5.833

.146 .082 .194

10.36 2,1(9 1.992

Black and white cofifficients difrer in sign

#Valop of himpk. confP1M('nt; tw ce or :less than one half



TABLE 5a

RLD1JU1) FOW EQUATTOO, WHITES

Background

Sex

Age - 121'

Family Size

Possessions

Kindergarten

Mother ID

Father ID

Father's Education

Mother has job

School

Teacher Test Score

Teacherts Undergraduate
stitution

Teacher's Experience

Teacherts Preference for
another school

Teacher Turnover

Volumes per student

lua 1..11

REDUCED FORM
OTOMIY

Studont
Verb a3 Attitude

,846 .595

-6,806 -.243

-.613 -,a62

1.344 .223

2.135 -.002

-,532 -.050

-.395 -.112

,385 .104

-,270 -.308

.323 .017

7,718 .414

.835 045

1.030 -.092

-.181 -.058

.498 .027

Grade

AITID.:1P°1

-.068

-.739

-.089

.110

.721

-.254

-.078

-.043

.287

.022

.167

.056

.770

-.012

.033

-8.030 5.084 8.237



Sex

Age - 12
+

Family Size

Possessions

Kindergarten

Mother ID

Father ID

Fathert s Education

Mother has job

TABLE 5b

REDUCED FORM EQUATTWO, BLACKS

Student
Attitude

.277# .219
#

-3.808
.*

- .382 .004

48

Grade
rat ionIr.rn v ego.

1.159

_.003#

,o62
#

.136

.461# .050* .820

-.395 -.118
#

* * *

.227 .067 .099

.322 .120

#
* *

-.002 .0005 -.077

School

Teach,i.:r Test Score 0336 ,024 .020

Teacher Undergraduate
,*

#-1.891 -.136 .563

Institution
* . *

Teacherts Experience -.237 -.017 -.014*

- -,Teacher's Preference for 540* -.175 .928

another school

Teacher turnover -.133 -.035 -.008

Volumes per student .101
# .007#

. .006#

Constant 12.497 6.228 6.573

Black and white coefficients differ in sign

I/Value o2 black coefficient more than twice or less than one half of

white coefficient,
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INTEPTIliZTATION OF 17TATWPICf-; AND BEYOND

SOW! school inputs might ho '..'ource s to some children, not to othc.

But this "all or notning" approach to reso'orces probalily does not describe

most of the things which affect children. Nor, of course, does it ade-

quately account for the output problem: that what is an important resource

for one output may be less of a resource for another, and may even have a

negative effect on some objectives of schooling, It seems easy to me to

use the word "resourc('ness" to indicate that children respond to an input,

realizing that some inputs have more resourceness (for some outputO than

others, Those inputs which have no resourcenoss are not resources, just

as materials vary in their fluidity and those which have none are not fluids.

There are a number of ways to deterNine how much is "a lot" in

terms of resourcenoss. Those items which have no statistically signifi-

cant resourceness were generally excluded from the equations. Besides

statistical significance, one should consider the concept of educational

significance. For example, the teacher test score for the one black

equation in which it appears, Readingl, has a coefficient of .2. We

could ask: how many points would a teacher have to gain on his test score

Resources which induce discipline might stifle curiosity or inventive-

ness, for example.

**
In the ordinary single regressions, large coefficients in the meaning

given in the text below were considered if the T values were 1 or greater,

even- though not significant by convention,11 standard;'.



to rilr7c! the reudini: score WIC' l!rd :'t 1, , of ena stlil,,rd deviation. Ob-

viounly

50

5 teachor points aye rk..,virci ON LhQ UV0.1.!, to prod4e a pofnt

of ret%dil,g scom. The mean tew.hr tkt ;;;.'ore fop blacks i5 22 points,

and ti highest possible i s 30 pointn. Yhu;1, J far t.o we wm discriminate

by thiz: test, the boot toacacIr would prc:6uco, o the fi,vorage, .6 points

more thn.n the curm.nt avea;4u tivacher. The difference between the average

**
black and the average white.: reading scom for the sample is 5,7 points.

Thus the experiment of putting the "bust" teachers with the blacks re-

duou5 the bitch- white gap by 28 percent. On the other hand, calculating

the black score if they had teachers with average test score equivalent to

that of teachers of white children, 8.8 percent of the student score gap is

closed. Both of theue seem to be educationally significant.

On the other side, one might c),ro more t1u ilie!.;e incr'asuu are

24 percent; and 7.5 percent of a standard deriatLon, respectively, which

might seem less significant, Another wry to look at it is by asking how

many whites score above the blank mean, and how many whites would the black

mean surpass under various assumptions. If the scores are normally dis-

tributed, then in the case where the means were equal, 50 percent of the

I am not concerned with observed variation in teacher test score,

becausu the obsurvod variation may not represent the potential variation.

However, this exercise CanQS (Nngerounly close to using the equation for

purposes it cannot perform, orltimatlon of marrin:%1 effect.

**
I um using here means of tia sionples containing 1599 blacks and

1727 whites, This is a reduction from 4',X5 studc:Its in Eastmet after

elimination of those reporting no sux, those neither black nor white, and

those. with innIrplute re:ords (students but no teacher, for example). Yhis

sample includes the suburb of Eastmet, which gives a boOur range of
SCOVQ0 than the city samp)e alone.
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whites would seore ahove the black (= white) mean, TakLng the white

standfLre de7lotien end maintaining the normality ussup,ptLon, then v3.5 per-

cent of the whites score above tl::2 average blacK. Under the most favorable

assumptim, teacher who score 30 points aseigued to blacks, but white

teachers staying as they are, tLen 71,4 percent of the whites would still

be above the black men, With oval teaohr.re, 76.3 percont of the whites

would still le above the black moan. That is, for each 1000 whites, 785 now

score above the black reading mean (as opposed to 500 if blacks and whites

were equal) , and with "equal" teachers, the black mean would surpass only

more
22/whiten; with the host teachers, the averne black would surpass 71 more

whites (or 49 more than with equal teachers). One might consider these

numbers edneationally insignificant.

seu no unique measure of educational significanee, Much of the

question ebout the effect of variables is, like many other educational

questic,as, a social problem, not a scientific one. Do blacks care more

about their mean score relative to whites, or the number of whites who

score 'better? I do not pretend to know.

Implicetions for Teacher Traininfi

To this point, no inferences have boon drawn from the statistical

study to qi4estions of policy. Two major areas of concern here are: teacher

training and resource allocation, For this conference, the stress will be

on teacher training.

The equations do not indicate that "resourceness" is a trainable

phenoinenon, Nor, ssunning that to some extent it is, are the implications

for trojning clear in terms of the content of any program, I have often
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1,11:)ught thot the 1,0,Lae Gorps V1:1TA wcru c:xcellunt training for teach-

Ingo al, r1 several school dIstricts have bot71n1 to think tho same thing in

the pList few youx s. it does not seem to me to be necessarily true that

school is u good plaee to train teaehers.

Whatever the outputs desired, whatever the ways to train teachers

to induoe these outputs in children, wir.lt the foregoing does imply is that

the structure of thu trainini:, must respond to differences in the children

who will be under the teacher's care, The eoncept that teacher resource-

near differs by type of child I call. "teuuhcr speciCiciv." Since different

students will respond differently to different styles, attitudes, aetivi-

ties, lo:Iguage, strictness, etc., the properties of teacher activities

shoulq be investicitt.:: and dHuoted to tc,nehcps who n,c6 them.

The concept of teacher resource being a function of the children be-

ind taudht might loud, one to conclude that segregated teaching was a pre-

ferred school structure. If this were E.,o, one could still reject it, as

indicated at the beginning. ]lt it leads no such place. There are two ob-

vious reasons why teacher specificity does not imply segregation,

First, other children may wall be resources in addition to teachers.

Teacher resourceness is not the only itm in the entire resource package.

Again, ve denit know to what extent other children influence any particular

child--nor du we know which otlicx children influence any one. But in this

ignora co, to structAL..e the sohools by Leacher resol ceness would be to assume

that other children ha.ve no effect, Even if this were true, the fact of

.101141. .11.011.

We do know that some chlId3-en aro inevully rt-wonizk!d us class
loudQrs, but t7 ,!t "outgronps" stInetims Vv, their own leaders. We do not

know the extent to whioh thin Te!Idershil: influences outcomes of schooling.



sey'ration (and thrr ilv:Loiovs ec_i .4ricon) is helieved to have a

dutyLmeat effoct on ,;)ne of tio (hild'(.n. Thus ignorance of tho resource

effcct of children on children Lo1110, if ;Qything, lurid to more hetoro-

geneous cla:;ses.

Secondly, feach,.v specinliztior itself xieod not lead to separation of

children bec,,luse thct vo.q IA. different for different outputs.

By and large, some t.achers are probably better wi' ) undcr-privTloged children,

others bettor with over-privild children. To that extent, they may go to

schools which are also churacteriv,qd as under- or over-privileged. But

some combination of rcxources 1:;3y wor17 bent in a heteroi;uneous setting. That

is, the specialization of some res()urces ml&sht be directed more at "mixed"

children, whoeas other resoureos might tcttor be dirPcted at one group or

the other.

All of this h ivnd of my-sfery. Soho teachers' talents are clearly

in brirci rata diverse groups toGothe4 and other teachers are incapable of

that. Some teach 1):::tter with rtrict discipli o, others with more freedom.

Some have a concepLuni approach to zhathem.l.ties, some a mechanical approach.

Some teachere will interpret Hamlet as some will stress that he was

tomented. Some are verbally oriented, communicate by words. Others prefer

to play physidal constrvet Swrie want to direct the class ac-

cording to plan, sum 1.:unt to develop tht, WIIISO of planning and conclusion

seeking in children. '}':)c much ihe search has been to di.Vferentiate betwen

these choreteristi:'s in a scr:eh for th(! "rht" ones. It seems strikincly

obvious to me thaL thy-, r.i Uht ioa(;rw or nLihud for some ohildren mly be wrong



for others Evan fGr the s:!mr. c"ildren, dIC'f(..rent al,proaches my work at

different ties. Teaehre; shoul:! roorired to sp,cify their styles

to the sitir.ttions at bizia, and a'imimistrnturs should b(! more prep5xed to

4(.*

at teachers for thu students the:y will have:. This means We should

learn more about cTpropriate ways to deta with childrep starting from a

knowledge and acceptance of thoir present receptivity,

On Statisti,..al Inference

Perhaps more mileagc hns buon implied from the crad(.: statistical esti-

mation than can legi imately bf. claimed, The F test for sameness of re-

gression coefficients is sensitive to tho raise of the observations and the

linnarity assumption of the regrossion. T cxplicitly P:tated tbat 3 do not

assume that linearUy holds, though one define an "average" effect

which is the: linear fit By stra a Jug c social cia;$s variables, then

including correlates of social. CjJCS in the equation, the likelihood of

* +; a:

the fit being subjoc, to nonlinearities is particula3y severe, For

01101.11/14

Levin [25] gives an examp3e which makes this point so clearly that

conventional standvirds and muftsures appc'Ir ridiculous: "If black schools

and white selools hsvc the snmo number of tr,schers with the DU= preparation

and expoviynce, the two sots or schools aro consideved to be equll according

to conventional oriLorlu. Now, wnat if nil of the teauhers have white racist

views?" fiuch vlows might not hn:lov, mathomatios teaching in the white

schools; but they might make serious trching in blnek schools impossible.

In the current Fchool orr,anizatiu onr., eou3d say this is done already:

the better teachers, w1),.) night he able to tiA'inpt to the poorer students, none-

theless fot the 1),tt(!r students. The pioa that; administrators optimally as-

sign teachers is empty within the ourrcnt incentive structure, Optimum for,

whom?

***
Dote that J did not str.0-1L'y by .inriobles explicitly entered into the

equation. rA',..s was 6..:r'lle!d by fath,:rls o-ouv,tjr)1,, which is not use.a

as a VL1 L(w(.vor, '2,;um.1 is f..5;, highiy cra.,.1ted with RnIces-

sions, 1.11, faLhorl s occup,I.,i")n, that folLowl.hg a th.chnically ec.,r-

rect pa,i...e.Jure is no ;f4lvation,



uxauplo, pieture a circle of radjur 30, cuntere d at (0,0) on conventional

CartA:sian coordlnates. Consider the upper half' the eil'ele W: shope

of the relationship being investi Suppo:o the data ror the entire

sample runs from '-10 to )10 Then we wi.l.L find a lositive slope coefficient

for the range eV the observations. Supydse we split the sample: from

-10 to 0, and from 0 to h. Then we wilj have a negative slope for the

upper sample, a positive slope for thu lower sbnple, and a positive (but

lower) slope for the pooled sample. The test laic" say that these were

samples from different populations. The truth 15 that the calculated

average effect in the first place was a function of the range of observa-

tion (for the olpe would have 'been 0 if -10 to +10 had been observed), that

the population fitted the true relationship perfectly, but the F test

says these are most likely two different popultAjons being sampled,

This sounds harsh, but it is imr.,c,rtant to demyc,tify the notion that

involved statistical models can, of themselves, confirm or deny hypotheses,

That whole procedure is involved with the nature of the data, the range of

the observations, the amount en knowledge externel to the drita, the com-

plexities of the relationships and the simplicity of the equations, etc. T

will propose here how the teats conducted above might be amplified upon.

plan to investigate another city in the EEO (Into, I will code that city's

data the same way, and teat whether the middle class whites in that city and

in Eastmet can be said to derive from the same population, If the two

white populations react the same wuy to school variables, 'but the black

populations do not; if the middle classes do, but the lower and possibly

Actually, there are more powerful tests than the F test on squared
residuals with which I intend to ask these qti:xtions.
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upper clrtor;es du not; then th OW ;(4 will be quite a bit stronger. If all

group', are unlike ouch other, then the te.1, will ;lay nothing, and ono

fitic,n1d fool dubiouf; about the oulleluriionn I um now drawing.
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TEACHER SPECIFICITY AND SCHOOLS

Briefly, the argument of this paper has proceeded in this manner:

Two methods of associating school resources with variation in cognitive

outccenee (verbal, reading and mathematics tests) were presented. Single

linear regreesion estimates were derived for a single city, Eaetmet, on

observations of children 1410 had not changed elementary schools, stratified

by race. A three equation ystem with simultaneous estimation was also

offered on this sample. The equations were compared between the races, and

the aenociations between school variables and outcomes were found to be

different. Some difference also was suggested between bottom quartile

whites and the rest of the whites. An interpretation offered was that

those school characteristics which affect whites, particularly middle class

whites, are different from those characteristics which affect blacks and lower

class whites. This was not the only possible interpretation, and indication

was given of research in process on this question.

Characteristics which are associated with outcome are called "re-

sources," the amount of their "resourceness" to the different populations

being indicated by the relative size of their coefficients. Teacher "spe-

cificity" then refers to the theory that certain characteristics have more

resourceness for some children than for others. Since this concept is

commee]y accepted in the area of teaching exceptional children, an Appendix

revinwe some of the special education literature (that dealing with inte-

grating exceptional children into the normal classroom),

I argued that these concepts could be applied to situations in which

not "neemelcy," but simply differencee among children in response to simi-
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lar characteristics was the issue. Unfortunately, the literature on special

education is not eonvi.ncing about the nature of the characteristics of

special teachers, "Empirical proof of the validity of special preparation

does not exist. . , Proof must be forthcoming that there is more

special about special education than the children assigned to these

classes." [08), pp. 2)45, 246] Nor, in comparative studies, were

the characteristics of either the teachers or the students in the special

and the regular classes examined. Conflicting findings indicate to me

that there might be some powerful variables at work which need to be in-

vestigated,

One such type of variable might be a trainable teacher characteristic.

If the evidence that there are teacher characteristics which affect output

is considered weak, then the argument for specificity of this effect is

equally weak, and the implication that such a characteristic is trainable

is weaker still. Thus this paper is a tentative dip of the foot into the

pond. The temperature feels right, but I would prefer to know about the

tempevament of the fish before actually advocating that we swim.

I am nonetheless willing to ask what swimming in this pond would

be like, if the fish proved friendly. For that reason, I suggested that

teacher specificity did not necessarily lead to segregated education, al-

though most elementary education is segregated, and teacher training and

hiring might therefore take note of those characteristics which are most

Yamamoto [4)4], for example, found creativity measures differing in
teachers, and unrelated to their backgrounds. He could not associate this
difference to output differences, but hu noted that his output measures might

not have been appropriate.
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useful for the particular children which the teacher will have. Toucher

certificatdon by one set of standards is perverse if teacher specificity

has any validi y at all, A highly verbal toucher might "be such a resource

that he might not need to fulfill other requirements, such as college

graduation. Or perhaps some children need more attention paid to them than

a single teacher can produce in a de.y everal part time teachers might

man one classroom. Perhaps some children learn best from "call and re-

sponse" techniques, in which case a teacher with strong vocal chords and

a room with sound proofing are resources,

These are just ideas. Some are being tested, others should be,

Meanwhile, how ought schools to be structured? In the absence of answers,

what do we do?

Inertia or Control?

The history of education, as any other public institution, is one

of inertia: In the absence of information--though usually the impetus is

a belief which may or may nc'; hold true--a bureaucracy tends to make

minimally disruptive decisions, And bureaucracy is the name of the edu-

cation game. It takes an aroused public to stir the system, and the evi-

dence presented here is not the kind to kindle the public spirit, I do

not envision an enraged mob storming the educational portals, demanding

"teacher specificity for all!"

Despairing of a revolution of the masses, I still plea for changes

in the structure of decision making (a revolution by another name), Spe-

I will assume a public school system basically of the type we now

have. Such schemes as "voucher plans," in which people purchase education
Prom private schools, require more consideration than I can give them here,
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cifically, at first, for principal-power. I would like to see each pr!n-i-

pal given a pudget, from which he could purchase resources, instead of being

sent inputs (which may not be resources) from the central board. For ex-

ample, some sc):ools ordinarily cannot get substitutes, Under the present

structure, they do not get the salary of substitute spent in their school

unless it is spent on a teacher. The principal, in effect, has a coupon

from the board of education which is redeemable only in teacher services.

No teacher, no redemption. All I am advocating is that the nature of this

coupon be expanded: it should be able to purchase any educational service.

A television set, perhaps; but that is not very imaginative, and given the

nature of most television programs, not very educational. Perhaps art

materials with which the student's could decorate the teacher-less room.

I can lose the point by being too specific. The possibilities should

not be limited to my imagination and inexperience. Nor should they be

Limited by our notion of principals as they are now. If most principals,

unable to cope with such new responsibility, would make essentially the

same decisions--hire the same teachers, purchase the same other inputs--as

they do now, then what is lost? If some principals struck out into new

forms of school organization, then what possible gains! Most importantly,

the principal with the power to decide how his own school would operate

would have to respond to the community, including the teachers. This has

both the dangers of faddism and the possibilities of relevance a1'out 'which

we are all aware. At the moment, I am more impressed with the possibilities.

For a lucid discussion of the extreme public, the extreme private, and

intermediate forms of school organization, see Levin [26]. Levin urges that

"The time is ripe to experiment, with at least one of these plans. ." (p. 37).

But why just one? A really daring experimental approach would outline the

major differences in plans, and experiment with several so their outcomes could

be directly compared,
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Not just the ratio of teachers to other resources, but the type of

teacher, should somehow be more a matter for local control, relating to

the stildens. A principal might want to have one very expensive (but

charismatic) teacher, and several community aides who are underpaid volun-

teers. Or he might want a tea,.;her who is not acceptable to the school

board, because that teacher has the specific talents needed in the school,

but not the nominal qualifications. A principal might be restricted by

his community from hiring unconventional teachers. But now he is restricted

by his school board. And "unconventional" teachers is exactly what "teacher

specificity" must mean. Eventually, if teachers appropriate to the situ-

ation are induced into schools, the conventions will change. Conventions

are what schools of education transmit. So I contend that the place to

start change is the public school, and the way to start is with principal

control of his budget. Experimentation could take place within this con-

text, and teacher specificity investigated. Then, with an idea of what

kinds of things produce results for different kinds of children, teacher train-

ing can attempt to "produce" the kinds of teachers being called for

Obviously such an idea as principal-power needs more exposition, more

defense. But so does the concept of teacher specificity. The two are

somewhat tied together, though, in that the allocation decisions implied by

This idea goes farther than that proposed by the First National City

Bank, that "Title I and other monies could be put to good advantage by pro-

viding principols of disadvantaged schools with discretionary funds to use

for whatever special purposes they themselves deem necessary to improve

achievement levels in their schools" [(33), p. 333. My suggestion is in

regard to the entire school budget (except the capitol budget, though there,

too, the principal and his community should have a great deal more authority).
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teacher specificity seem too difficult for large central control. A central

board might act as a referral agency, taking
itwant ads" from principals,

and "personals" from prospective teacl,ers. But such decision making as I

envision, based on the school needs, must be local. The point of this

ending, then, is merely to indicate some of the implications of such a

seemingly technical idea as the association of teacher re2ourceness with

children's characteristics, If that concept seems reasonable, then perhaps

the places it leads will seem more reasonable now than they once did. That

would be a happy outcome of a long article, one as difficult for me to

write, I assure you, as it has been for you to read.
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APPENDTX*W.

THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD ANALOGY

Given the concept of the "normal child," to whom public schools

address their attention, there'must be the "exceptional child" who falls out-

side the range of ability described by "normal." Mackie estimates that 10

percent of the school age children are exceptional on the low end, and 2

percent on the high end. "A total of 35 percent of all exceptional chilr.

dren were enrolled in special education classes in 1966." [(29), p. 5.3

But the distribution of aid to exceptional children is not uniform by type

of exception. Thus 50 percent of the blind and deaf, 80 percent of the

mentally retarded, but 12 percent of the emotionally disturbed and socially

maladjusted are in special classes.

I cannot here go into detail about the problems of diagnosis of ex-

ception, or even the concept of "normal" itself--the dimensions of nor-

mality, which may be missed by standard measures. In fact, the whole ef-

fort of this paper might be seen as directed against the c a,nc.ept of "normal"

children. I will devote some space to outlining the 3;trature about inte-

grating exceptional children into normal classrooms. Teachers are trained

in one of two wa:s: specialists who 'see only the exceptional child and

his teacher, and ordinary teachers who ,accept exceptional children into

their classrooms with some training on how to handle the situation. The

Stephens and Birch [39] outline three organization plane for dealing

with special education of partially seeing students which probably applies

to most exceptional children: full time special class, resource teacher,

itinerant teacher. In the latter two cases, however, the child is placed

in a regular classi. for most of his instruction. See also Fouracre [1.]

for school organit. i.
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point of this Appendix is to investigate the extent to which teacher

specificity and integrated classrooms are in conflict. The analogy be-

tween the situation of the physically handicapped child and the variations

which I find in the "normal" category is not exact , but may lead to some

insight into the question.

Those resources which enable a blind or deaf child to be integrated

into the classroom are presumably not directly applicable to the ordinary

child. But the presence of the exceptional child may benefit the others,

as well as himself.

It has been found that the sighted children in the school

not only gain some insight into the abilities of one blind ,

person but that some less enthusiastic pupils are moti-

vated to better achievement while learning with a blind

,companion. [(21), p. 133]

Though we might accept such a "finding" with skepticism, the process

which could create it is obvious, and its verity is possible. Not the

mice of exceptional children, but their success and acceptance by the

teacher could produce such reactions.
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Because the [exceptional] childp.m will eventually be

required to achieve a satisfactory adjustment within

a predominantly normal society, the experiences they .

have as children with thip society are invalueole to

them, Furthermore, normal children should be given an

opportunity to understand, accept and adjust to chil-

dren with exeeptionalities. [(17), p. 3]

A resource to the exceptional child could produce a resource to the

other children in the same simultaneous sense that a resource to grade

aspiration produces verbal or reading score, though it is not directly as-

sociated with verbal or reading score, in the system presented above. The

possibility that teachers can be trained to handle the special problems of

the poor and culturally deprived is taken as a premise for most of this

discussion, though there is no direct evidence supporting it

Academic Achievement

The research on the success of integration of handicapped chil-

dren i inconsistent. One study reports success, another, failure.

O'Connor and Connor [32] report that 03144xen in special classes for the very

hard of hearing (losses above 60 db) performed better than those inte

grated into regular classes, even after special preparation, Jones [21] found

that visually handicapped children could be integrated; Fouracre [11] has in-

vestigated ways in which regular teachers could be trained to help the

visually handicapped; and Leshin [24] and Berry [3] have separately stressed that

such training must be given, because there are not enough specialists

available. Edgerton implies that efforts to integrate mentally retarded

may be misplaced:
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What I am suggesting is this there is unquestionably

some intellectual minimum below which no one can fall

and yet claim competent membership in any society. We

would all agree, I tb:ink, that al', one whose IQ is 20

or 30 or ho could become fully competent in any society.

I am suggesting that the threshold between incompetence

and competence in any society is actually closer to 6n

or 70. [(10), p. 86]

Johnson's position [19] is much the same.

Sparks and Blackman, on the other hand, report for the educable mentally

retarded (usually IQ 75-90), "children in regular classes almost invariably

demonstrate acaaemic achievement superior to that of special class chil-

dren." [(38), p. 23.] However, they also report that

most studies are characterized by a "lack of control of the teaching in

the experimentation." [(38), p. 244.] Vacc [43] reports achievement gains

for emotionally disturbed children were greater from special classes

than integrated classes.

The parallel between teaching these specialized cases and teaching

the disadvantaged has been made before. Tannenbaum notes that it is

"entirely appropriate to canvass specialists in special education for some

points of relevance between their unique expertise and the needs of the

socially disadvantaged." [()40), p. 2.] Jordan, however, warns

against such facile comparisons. He defines the concept "Disadvantaged

Group," referring to "a particular, discernible physiological defect,"

[(22), p. 314] and offers several arguments why the problems of the Dis-

advantaged ,:roup are different from those of the "disadvantaged."

Far be it from me to try to draw strong conclusions from such a
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literature, But whether in special classes or in ordinary classes,

"Teachers of atypical children require special training above that re-

quired for normal children." [(36), p, 81.] And. If more children were

seen as "atypical," then more special training would be necessary. Ed-

mund. W. Gordon [(13), p. :L5] suggests that the failure of EEO to find

association between teacher characteristics and student output might be due

to the teachers' failure "to plan learning experiences that outweigh home

influences." He suggests that one could train teachers toward that goal, but

he offers no evidence that this is possible.

The EEO findings, of course, can be faulted on statibtical grounds,

but Gordon's point is still important. He reviews the literature on dif-

ferences between lower class and upper class children, Concentrating on

their motivation. He concludes that the values of the children are the

same, but the feedback to middle and upper class children is more direct.

They do not learn delayed gratification, in essence, but have immediate

gratification. Perhaps teachers have to learn how to offer 111122Etaq, re-

wards to lower class children, but do not have to do that for other chil-

**
dren. Whatever the answer, if little can be said about school organiza-

tion from the literature on special education, at least this much seems

true of teacher training: we do not know what differential skills are re-

See, for example, Bowles and. Levin [4], or the work in the body of
this paper.

**
1 am frightened, however, by the report that monetary incentives

have been taken into the classroom. Hamblin et al. [15]' report that a market

is set up in class, tokens given for "good" behavior, which are redeemable
for candy. What is frightening is the idea that markeLs are a spciallyde-
sirable method of accomplishing production. Markets may be efficient in
terms of physical resources, but there is no evidence that they have any-
thing but deleterious effects on attitudes towards other people.
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quired to produce academic achievement in different types of children. And

this ignorance must produce failure

Social Outcomes

What can special education in integrated setting do for socializa-

tion? Thurstone's P121 l939 study is most often cited as evidence that the

educable mentally retarded tend to have more friends if they are in special

classes than in integrated classes. Sparks and Blackman, who reported

achievement gains for these children from integrated classes, report social

gains from the special classes. Carroll, however, claims the opposite.

"The current investigation supported the hypothesis that EMR children in

a segregated setting would show less improvement in self concept than would

EMB children in a partially integrated setting over a period of one aca-

demic year." [(6), p. 97.] Darrah reports that special classes for

educable mentally retarded "do not produce more potentially constructive

members of society." [(8), p. 523.]

Johnson and Kirk, studying social segregation, found mentally de-

ficient children rejected by their classmates, but not directly "because they

did not learn as fast as other children, because they did not read, or be-

cause they could not achieve in the academic areas. They rejected the

mentally handicapped child because of his behaviorisms," such as teasing,

cheating in games, and physical aggression, "These . . can be interpreted

as compensations for frustrations resulting from failure in school situ-

ations in which they cannot compete." [(20), p. 87.] Vacc found that emotic,nally

disturbed children also tended to be rejected by their clasomutvo, but he

did not ask why [43]. He found that behavior gains (Behavior Rating Scale) were
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greater for emotionally disturbed children (in matched samples) 1,71c) had

spent a year in Lpecial classes than those who had been in integrated

clauses, But no mention was made of the amount (or lack) of teacher

training in the integrated classrooms. That is, this finding is con-

sistent with my position that there is a teacher characteristic which is

more a resource for emotionally disturbed children than for normal chil-

dren. Presumably the teacher of the special classes in the study re-

ported by Vacc had more of this resource, whethe. it be an attitude or

training or whatever. If it is training., then his achievement and be-

havior r2sults need not hold in the situation where the integrated class

teacher has special training.

Rucker, Howe and Snider confirm that mentally retarded childrenn

are lass acceptable socially to their classmates than normal children, this

time in a junior high school sample. [35] They also test whether the social

ratings of the retarded children would be higher in a non-academic class than

in an academic. The differences, stratified by sex, actually went the other

ways However, again thu question "why?" wary not asked. Since the "non-

academic" class chosen for this test was physical education, the hypothesis

of Johnson and Kirk that academic frustration leads the retarded child to

physical aggression could easily explain the finding: where better than

in physical education class can one be physically aggressive?

The Ant412a_Reconnidored

The literature on the retarded and disturbed child is even
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less clear about the benefits of integration than that on the blind or

deaf child. But several things do seem important. First, there seems

to be a teacher characteristic which is a resource to these children

in producing both affective and cognitive outcomes. Second, A: is con-

ceivable that the failure of integration is due to the failure of the

teacher of the integrated class to have this resource. If this is true,

and if as in the case of the physically disabled child, integration

seemed preferable to separation (except for some special classes), then

whatever of this analogy is acceptable points clearly to more evaluation

of what characteristics of teachers are necessary to integrate various

children into one class. On the other hand, the basis of the analogy is

just that only in special education is differential teacher training by

type of child recognized. It is not clear that anything more can be drawn

from such an analogy to the problem of different backgrounds among "normal"

students. But it is an area worth investigating.
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